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Inside Tiny House Floor Plans you'll find over 200 interior designs for tiny houses - 230 to be exact.

A tiny house is exactly what it sounds like, a house with many of the amenities youâ€™d expect in a

home tucked neatly into a super small space. Often these homes are built on trailers giving them the

added benefit of mobility. But these designs could also be built on your choice of foundation. Each

chapter focuses on one size footprint to show what can be done inside each size space - 14 in all,

(8x12, 8x16, 8x20, 8x24, 8x28, 8x32, 12x12, 12x12 + Loft, 12x16, 12x16 + Loft, 12x20, 12x20 +

Loft, 12x24, 12x24 + Loft). The book is mostly illustrations with a short introduction. A detailed

legend shows you how to read the floor plans making each drawing a wealth of information on how

to pack a lot of utility into a tiny space. If you're considering simplifying your life, extreme

downsizing, arranging your tiny apartment more efficiently, building a cabin or inlaw unit, and/or

building your own mortgage-free tiny home, this book can help give you a head start on making your

goals a reality.
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It's well laid out by sizes, and It's refreshing to see so many floor plans of layouts for tiny homes you

could actually live in long term without going crazy, ( much bigger than the usual 8x16)... But a lot of

the plans are for cabin sized floor plans that would actually be considered "small homes" vs tiny

homes, because at 12' or wider, they could not be placed on wheels or easily transported. There

were some refreshing ideas for layouts ( an accomplishment when you consider the limits of options



caused by a width of 8-8.5'). I would like to have seen more side entry ideas ( a personal preference

of mine because I feel an end entry limits the design and wastes wall use), but many of these floor

plans could be adapted easily to a side entry. I was also hoping for some options with narrow stairs

to sleeping lofts instead of ladders..... also a personal preference if mine.Unlike some reviewers I

didn't expect a book full of working floor plans and materials lists for this price, and no rational

thinking person should. In spite of the numerous plans for homes that do not qualify as "tiny" or

towable I liked the book. Especially intriguing, the plans that stretched the length to over 24' and

those that included a small office or store front on the end.... Great for folks on the move to generate

money on the road, and easily converted to a studio space for artists wanting to live full time tiny

while keeping the clutter of creating art out of the living space.If you're downsizing and dreaming of

building a tiny house, this book is worthy of some of your shelf space.

It did have a handful of floor plans for the size I needed, however there are no pictures at all

showing any of these floorplans. This may not be an issue for any one else, but sometimes I just

need to see the lay out to fully get the details. I started to send it back as soon as I opened it, but

figured being a book it was not an option. Lesson learned, go to the bookstore.

can i give this no stars? i was hoping for real plans. there aren't real dimensions on these plans and

nothing to do with the outside of homes either. worse book.

Has a lot of floor plans but not much else. Pretty pricey for a book full of floor plans. I didn't find it

very helpful in planning for a Tiny House.

Expectation was a book with floor plans for

If you're planning a tiny home or cabin and need a little inspiration then there are hundreds of pages

of designs in this book.Don't get too excited, it starts to feel more like permutations and less like

designs.I would rate it 3.5 but 4 is my "kind" rating.

This book is interesting! I love to look at the floor plans and envision how I'd live in such space. So

this book fostered many adventures in fantasy. I'd have to say the top rating didn't apply because

other books with floor plans also had strategies in living that were immediately applicable to my

current dwelling, a too-big house. But I'm keeping this book for future trips with my imagination.



Not much creativity. was disappointed as I have seen some of his work.
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